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Fall in Love With Tile: FallInspired Tile Styles
Fall has arrived, and with it comes all of the charms
of this enchanting time of year. We’re celebrating
the change of the season with fall-inspired ceramic
tile! Incorporate these tile styles in your home for
looks you will love year-round!

Hello, Gourdeous

Scribing: Demonstrating Artistry and
Craftsmanship in Creative Tiling

Rules of Geometric Architecture – An
Analysis of the AA House

Those familiar with tile recognize that
stunning tile installations have stood the
test of time and endured as practical works
of art for generations and generations.
Today’s tile setters participate in that
tradition of precision and artistry with every
job. And there are some techniques that
take tile craftsmanship to the next level.
Scribing is one such technique.

The AA House by Carlos Ferrater and Xavier
Martí of OAB is one of the most unique
single-family homes that has been built in
recent times. Located in Sant Cugat, Spain
next to a forest bordering a golf course, the
house rises from the road as a series of
sloping roofs among the trees in the garden
that form a magnificent belt of picturesque
scenery.

Describing Scribing

Geo Chic

Questions About CTI, ACT
Certifications and Qualifications

Ceramic: A Safe Choice

Our recent blog article – "Should Tile
Installers Become Certified?" – has
generated robust conversation on the CTEF
Facebook page since it was published on
September 3rd.

Did you know that ceramic is a safe
material, plastic free and completely
recyclable? Of course you did! Share this
video on your social channels and educate
others on the many benefits of choosing
ceramic tile.

Tile Talk

Tile Truisms

2019 CID Award Winner Spotlight: Special Recognition Projects
This summer, we've been highlighting the winners of the 2019 Coverings Installation & Design
Awards (CID) on the Coverings blog. This week, we honored several special recognition projects that
demonstrated spectacular craftsmanship and creativity in the use of tile & stone. From "Use of Tile
for Aging in Place" to "Innovation in Tile," these projects certainly deserve the spotlight.
Get your project recognized at Coverings. Submissions for the 2020 CID Awards are now open.
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